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[00:00:00.00] [Director's comments].

[00:00:39.05] SHANNON GREEN: Today is Tuesday, November 28, [2017], Mount Saint Mary's University, 
CSJ Oral History Project, filming at Villa Carondelet in Los Angeles, Shannon Green interviewing Sister Mary 
Murphy.

[00:00:53.01] SHANNON GREEN: Sister Mary, would you start us off by telling us your full name and your 
age?

[00:00:58.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: My name is Sister Mary Murphy, and I happen to be seventy-nine 
years of age.

[00:01:07.15] SHANNON GREEN: So, why don't you start us off by telling us the story about you and Sister 
[Mary] Alberta Cammack and how you decided to investigate the Trek ["Trek of the Seven Sisters" (1870), 
migration of Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet (CSJs) to Arizona].

[00:01:16.25] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, Sister Alberta and I met one another at a Province assembly 
probably around 1985--close to that year. And it was at a lunch time, and we met by accident--there are no 
accidents--and but what we found out that we had in common is that she had just finished writing the 
history of St. Mary's Hospital, with Leo Byrne [Byrne, Leo Gerald and Cammack, Sister Alberta. 1981. 
"Heritage: The story of St. Mary's Hospital, 1880-1980". St. Mary's Hospital and Health Center.] And so, she 
had history up to her [gestures at neck]--whatever. And then, I was sharing with her that I was writing part 
of the history of St. Mary's Academy--the first of the three academies--I wrote that history, and [Ann Deeds 
Fleck??] wrote the history of the second and third academies, which shows up in the Hundred Year Edition of 
St. Mary's Academy [shows blue book with clouds on cover labeled "St. Mary's Academy"]. So therefore, the 
two of us had history all over the place. So, we got into history of the community. And we'd go, "How did 
they ever get from San Diego [California] to Tucson [Arizona]?" And then we said, "Well, let's find out." And 
I who am a super-J on the Myers-Briggs kind of a world, said, "Let's set a date." So, we set a date for the 
following Easter week, because I could be out of school that week. And we met Easter Sunday night. I 
remember going to Mass with her in Tucson, and the next day we started exploring the Trek backwards--
Tucson backwards toward Yuma. We met probably for four Easter weeks, and four Thanksgiving times. 
Before I ever started with her, is--she being the real historian, said, "I want you to read Herbert Eugene 
Bolton's book "Rim of Christendom", the life of Padre Eusebio Kino [Herbert Eugene Bolton & John L. Kessel 
(1984) "Rim of Christendom: A Biography of Eusebio Francisco Kino, Pacific Coast Pioneer"], who was the 
great Jesuit explorer. Then read his books--the five volumes--of the Anza California Expeditions [Herbert 
Eugene Bolton (1930) Anza's California Expeditions]. The first two volumes took care of it for me. So 
therefore, I had a sense of the desert and how difficult it was to cross the desert of Lower California. And 
that's how we started.

[00:04:15.08] SHANNON GREEN: Would you just tell us a little bit more about Sister Alberta and her 
background?

[00:04:22.13] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Sister Alberta entered the community at the age of sixteen. She was 
the kind of a person who was a bit radical, and she figured that I'd better do this while it's on my mind. So 
starting at the age of sixteen, at the end of her sophomore year in high school, she entered the community. 
She taught many years. She went to Hawaii--taught there. When all the changes were happening after 
Vatican II [Second Vatican Council (1962-1965)] she started working in a hospital as an occupational 



therapist. She was at St. Mary's Academy when they were beginning to work on history of the Academy, 
getting ready for the hundred-year history, and she got involved in the history there--was writing that 
history. And then she did other kinds of writings. So, there are many pamphlets of the different Indian 
missions, and she wrote a separate pamphlet for each of these missions. She has other things that she 
wrote--this beautiful poem that's on the heritage wall [shows paper labeled "A New Harvest"] is being used 
all over the community. And then I picked up another one, where she wrote an article about the Trek [shows 
paper] published in a community newsletter. So, those are examples of the kind of writings that she did. 
Mostly, she was an entrepreneur and explorer. She would say, "Okay, today let's go to the museum of such-
and-such." One time she called me and she said, "We're able to go and re-enact the nine missions that 
Father Eusebio Kino founded in Mexico. We're going with a group, and it's a small group, just five of us." So, 
we went down into Mexico for a week and saw the nine missions of Padre Eusebio Kino. So, she was that 
kind of an explorer. When we started looking for places on the Trek, she was the one who had, you know, a 
zillion maps. And the two most exciting things we found on the Trek were finding the white post that marked 
the southwest boundary of the United States, and [shows mounted photo] here is the base of the white 
post, number 253--it's a stone's throw from the ocean at the border. But how did she find it? She looked at a 
map toward the border--San Diego--"Monument Road", she said. "What if that white post is at the end of 
Monument Road? Let's go find out." So, we drove a--the car when we were in San Diego, part of the 
expedition--our exploring--and we located that white post that marks the southwest boundary of the United 
States. And when Sister Monica [Sister Mary Monica Corrigan, aka Anna Jane Taggart (1843-1929), diarist of 
Trek of the Seven Sisters 1870] went through past it with her Sisters she said, "We wept a few tears at the 
sight of it and entered Lower California." And that was the very early part of the Trek, leaving San Diego. 
The other part that was exciting, with--as a surprise--was finding Campo [California]. And here is a picture of 
Campo [shows mounted photo of Campo, California Mountain Empire Historical Society museum], which they 
came to on the second day. This museum marks the exact spot where they were. And out in front of it is the 
road--it says, "The 1860s wagon road". And that's the exact trail where they were on. So, both of those--we 
were where they were--the white post and at Campo. They were goosebump--goosepimple moments--
finding those two places. 

[00:08:44.03] [Director's comments].

[00:11:25.10] SHANNON GREEN: So, Sister Mary, would you tell us the--a little bit about the history of how 
the Sisters of St. Joseph came West--the initial request for them to come to the western part of the United 
States?

[00:11:37.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay. First, Bishop Lamy of Santa Fe [Bishop Jean-Baptiste Lamy 
(1814-1888), first archbishop of Santa Fe, New Mexico] wrote to the Mother Superior in St. Louis [Missouri] 
asking for Sisters for two missions in the West--Tucson being principal and Las Vegas--that was in New 
Mexico--being the secondary mission. That letter was written on June 26, 1868. A year later, Bishop 
Salpointe [Bishop Jean-Baptiste Salpointe (1825-1898), second archbishop of Santa Fe, New Mexico] was 
made the new Bishop of Tucson, and he wrote a follow-up letter in January of 1869, and he's writing to 
Mother St. John [Mother St. John Fontbonne, aka Jeanne Fontbonne (1759-1843), second foundress of 
CSJs]. He reminded her that she promised Sisters to go--promised Sisters to Bishop Lamy--that could go to 
Tucson. In August of 1869, he wrote and asked if the Sisters would be ready to leave "at the first signal". He 
also wrote that "the route is still to be determined". In January of--January 6 of 1870, he wrote again. When 
we think of it, the Transcontinental Railroad only was finished in 1869, and the route across the desert from 
Santa Fe [New Mexico] to Tucson was dangerous because of the Apache Indians. So, they eventually 
determined that the best way to go would be to take the train from St. Louis to San Francisco [California], a 
ship from San Francisco to San Diego, and land transportation from San Diego to Tucson. 

[00:13:43.01] SHANNON GREEN: Can you say more about what he hoped the Sisters would do?

[00:13:49.20] SISTER MARY MURPHY: He wanted the Sisters to open an academy--a school--as there was 
no school in the territory of Arizona. 

[00:14:01.20] SHANNON GREEN: And who would have been living in the territory of Arizona at that time?

[00:14:06.13] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, there's some--I do have some notes on how bad the city was, 



as far as derelicts, lawlessness, things that were used--food, dead animals, bones--simply thrown out the 
doors of the buildings. The street was mud and trash. Then one historical thing that happened in the early 
1860s, is that the fort, the Presidio at Tubac--which is twenty-thirty miles below Tucson--was invaded and all 
the males in the town of Tubac were murdered by the Apache Indians [Siege of Fort Tubac (1861), part of 
"Apache Wars"]. And so anybody that was left simply packed up and moved into Tucson. It was large 
enough that they were safe in the city of Tucson. But the surrounding countryside was domineered by the 
Apaches. That's the sense of that town. 

[00:15:29.16] SHANNON GREEN: And as I often think, that's far before Arizona became a state.

[00:15:34.28] SISTER MARY MURPHY: The state--it did not become a state until 1912, so this is forty-two 
years--and almost no aspect of real civilization, as you can imagine. So, they were going into desolate 
territory. 

[00:15:55.26] SHANNON GREEN: So, maybe we could start the journey of those seven Sisters.

[00:16:01.06] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay.

[00:16:02.01] SHANNON GREEN: How--do we know how they were chosen, or selected, and if you could 
actually say all of their names, or read off all of their names?

[00:16:10.19] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yes, I would probably need that list, which is on that--

[00:16:16.04] [Director's comments].

[00:16:44.13] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay. We know the names of the seven Sisters. Sisters Monica 
Corrigan [Anna Jane Taggart (1843-1929)], Euphrasia Suchet, Emerentia Bounefoy, Hyacinth Blanc, 
Ambrosia Arnichaud, Martha Peters and Maximus [Maxine?] Croisat. Of those seven Sisters, five were from 
France. When we think about it, they came from the part of France near the mountains where those 
Olympics were held [Albertville, France (1992)]. So, they came from a ski area of France. They volunteered 
to go to the desert of Arizona. Monica Corrigan was a Canadian. She was married to a John Corrigan, had 
two children--after the Civil War there was an influenza epidemic and husband and both children died. She 
got a job teaching at St. Teresa's Academy in Kansas City [Missouri]. And in the middle of her grief she 
heard the Sisters singing in the chapel, was attracted to what their life was, became a Catholic, and then a 
year later became--entered the community. And she was teaching so she had skills as a teacher--therefore 
she was the one asked to write the diary. Sister Martha Peters entered from Ireland. She did not have an 
education, and she was considered a lay Sister. Lay Sisters were like--coming from the culture in France, 
they were like a different level of Sister. They got rid of that kind of a class system after 1900--it did not fit 
in with American values. So those were the seven Sisters.

[00:18:55.19] SHANNON GREEN: So, would Sister Martha have had different duties or different ministry than 
the others?

[00:19:01.18] SISTER MARY MURPHY: She probably did the cooking. They probably all did some aspect of 
work in that era. I really wouldn't know.

[00:19:12.08] SHANNON GREEN: We often get asked about that because she's depicted differently in the 
artwork--which we can talk about too.  

[00:19:17.09] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Right. Yeah. It was interesting--all five of those Sisters were buried 
in--the French Sisters were buried in Tucson--here they lived a life in the desert after coming from 
mountains. Sister Monica ended up leaving Tucson--I don't know if this is a good time to bring that part in. 
She was too strong for the five French Sisters--that she was dominating them--and here in a wilderness 
area. So, one of the Sisters, Sister Hyacinth, wrote letters to the Bishop saying, "We can't handle her." So, 
1875 there were new Sisters that came in on another Trek. She opened a school at Sacred Heart in Yuma 
[Arizona]--1879, she opened the hospital in Prescott [Arizona]--1882 she went down to Mexico to raise 
money to help build the second St. Joseph's Academy--and then she was missioned back in St. Louis, and 



she started the archives for the congregation, until she went back to Kansas City, where her family--her 
husband's family--was quite influential and wealthy. And she was able to accomplish a great deal in Kansas 
City.

[00:20:52.15] SHANNON GREEN: Okay. Let's start talking about the diary then--and how--and then, 
therefore, the beginning of the journey.

[00:21:02.19] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay. I have a packet that fits the diary.

[00:21:09.09] [Director's comments].

[00:21:52.04] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I was working with the Alumni Office at St. Mary's Academy in the 
1880s [1980s??]. And one of the graduates from the "gold tie" class of--

[00:22:04.01] SHANNON GREEN: May I just stop you for a second there--in the 1980s?

[00:22:06.27] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I was at St. Mary's Academy in the middle--in the 1980s--and a 
member of the "gold tie" class of 1970--the classes at St. Mary's always identified themselves by the color of 
the class--and I was organizing a Career Day. And a woman who was a mapmaker volunteered to come to 
Career Day. And I said--and she said, "She'd be happy to make a map of Los Angeles and where the three 
Academies were." I said, "Would you make a map of the Trek of our Seven Sisters?" So, here is a lovely 
letter that she wrote to us, and--saying--I don't know if I could pull out part of it--she's basically saying she 
had the key to the UCLA library with archival material, and she was able to use an original 1869 Army Corps 
of Engineers map and the diary, and was able to match place by place [shows paper map] each detail of 
how they got from San Diego to Tucson. So, it's exact map--having been according to a cartographer. And 
then about ten years ago I asked her to come back and to--and she never signed the map, and that's the 
map that's in the Heritage Room. And the copies of that that she had in the Heritage Room are the ones that 
we use along in the Trek [shows paper map]. So, now the diary itself. When Sister Alberta and I were 
working on the Trek, we were on probably the second or third edition of the Trek [shows pamphlet] which 
was this one. The map was a line across the United States--it did not have the detail that we got from 
[Amelie??]. Other earlier editions [shows pamphlets]--so this Trek has gone back in history. [Shows 
pamphlet]. This was Alberta's first edition of the Trek when she worked on it--had the new map in it, and it 
had a totally different new look. [Shows pamphlet]. And then this one has been made--the first thousand 
copies and the second thousand copies and the one that we're using now. 

[00:25:22.27] [Director's comments].

[00:26:32.23] SHANNON GREEN: You know there are some comments in the diaries about who they 
encounter on the train--just that general sense of the context.

[00:26:39.00] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Right, that kind of thing. We do know, that on leaving St. Louis they 
never thought they would never see these Sisters again, and it's true. Probably Sister Monica saw them 
again, because she went back to St. Louis and worked in the--started the congregational archives. And Sister 
Martha did go back. But those five French sisters never returned. And they were the ones who were already 
pioneers coming from France. And they never left Arizona in fact--and one or two of them worked in one of 
the--I know worked in the Indian Mission in San Diego. But they were in Tucson the rest of their lives. So, 
when they bid goodbye, they were bidding goodbye a second time--first from France, and then from St. 
Louis--that they would never see them again in their lifetime. So it must have been a very heartfelt 
experience in that. Also, they would never see those Sisters again. So that comes through very strongly in 
those notes. The train ride has a lot of ups and downs and things about sleeping and food and people they 
encountered, and those that were pleasant and those that were very unpleasant on the train. A big, 
important portion is they're going across the Rocky Mountains--Monica was scared to death of those 
precipices. Sister Martha said, "Look! Look! Look how gorgeous it is!" And she said the other Sisters enjoyed 
it--crossing the Rocky Mountains. That train ride, even today, is quite spectacular--going through the 
Rockies. When they arrived in San Francisco [California], they were treated very graciously by the Sisters of 
Mercy. They were taken one of those days to a place out in the country--which today is inside the limits of 
San Francisco--to a place called the Magdalen Asylum. Now, having read the history of the Mercy Sisters, I 



know that the Magdalen Asylum was started because one of the prostitutes down in Chinatown escaped and 
found her way to the Sisters. And the Sisters took in first one, two and three, until finally they founded this 
Magdalen Asylum for the recovery from prostitution of women caught in it. Now, these were not Chinese 
women. It happened--but there were like cubicles in these buildings in Chinatown, where they were kept 
under--women were kept under lock and key for the purposes of prostitution. Many of them were getting off 
of a boat as pioneer women and simply captured and made to be prostitutes. And so when they escaped, 
many of them found their way to the Mercy Sisters. And so, when they were shown the Mercy--when they 
were shown the Magdalen Asylum, it's an interesting [unintelligible] about early San Francisco and work of 
another group of Sisters, and the kind of work they were doing. 

[00:30:32.01] SHANNON GREEN: Do you have any idea where in San Francisco that is? 

[00:30:35.28] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yes. It would be out past the Mission District. 

[00:30:40.29] SHANNON GREEN: That's fascinating.

[00:30:45.02] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yeah. And of course, the Mercy Sisters are most famous for St. 
Mary's Hospital in San Francisco. They also have Mercy High School on 19th Avenue and some schools I 
know they taught at. But it's interesting to know that--their early history. The Mercy Sisters took them by a 
carriage to a boat named the "Orizaba", captained by Captain Johnston [Captain Henry James "Ninety 
Fathom" Johnston]. And Captain Johnston was very gracious to them, and they spent three days on that 
ship, which went back and forth between San Francisco and San Diego [California]. The Orizaba was really 
quite a famous ship. People like--back East would brag, "Oh, my ancestors came on the Mayflower." Now 
San Diegans say, "Oh, my ancestors came on the Orizaba." One year I was trying to find something more 
interesting to do about the Trek, and that was when I looked up the Orizaba on the computer and located 
the house that was built from the remains of the ship by Captain Johnston's daughter. And again, by 
accident, when we drove up to see that house two or three years ago, one of the Sisters, Sister Irma 
Odabashian ['73], who was bold and brave, rang the doorbell. And a man came to the door--it was the day 
after Easter. He was a doctor and he was off that day, and he said, "Yes, this is the house--the Orizaba 
House--come in." So, we got into the house built from the wood of the Orizaba. The staircase is original, and 
the beams on the ceiling are original, and a picture of the Orizaba is over the fireplace. A picture of Captain 
Johnston is also on the side--the other side of that living room. And so, it was quite a delight that we were in 
touch with the trip by seeing how the ship got used. And that house happens to be above Old Town in old--
Old Town San Diego--on the hill above Old Town. Okay, that's--

[00:33:31.24] SHANNON GREEN: That's the Orizaba. All right.

[00:33:33.01] SISTER MARY MURPHY: That's the--how they arrived in San Diego. Now, they spent three 
days in San Diego. They were supposed to have been met by a Father Francisco [??]. Communication being 
what it was, Father Francisco was delayed--there was nobody in San Diego to meet them. So, they were 
there--they knew they needed to go to Tucson--they hired a driver and set off. 

[00:34:03.21] SHANNON GREEN: Before we get there, you have some ideas about what you think they 
might have done in San Diego.

[00:34:10.11] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, I really don't have ideas of anything they did in San Diego, 
except they left their mark there--because Father [Eubac??] was pastor there. Now Monica never mentions 
Eubac--and she mentions other people that we never think about again--for example, a man out in the 
desert who was hospitable to them, and his name is listed. But she never mentions Father Eubac. So, maybe 
he was--Father Eubac went into the back country, was serving the Indians all across San Diego County. So, 
maybe they didn't meet him. But he found out about them, that they were there, because he went to St. 
Louis again and again asking for Sisters to have a school for his beloved Indians. And then in one of the 
letters he mentions St. Joseph, and that did it. So, the Sisters came and opened an Academy in San Diego in 
1882, and in 1885 he got his wish of a school for the Indians, and he opened St. Anthony's Indian School--
what is now Old Town 1885, and in 1891 moved the school to the old Mission that had been abandoned 
since the withdrawal of the Franciscans back in the 1830s. He built two dormitories there--one for the boys 
and one for the girls. 



[00:36:05.18] SHANNON GREEN: And is there--are those the photos that hang in Old Town?

[00:36:10.14] SISTER MARY MURPHY: The photos in Old Town are both--one is the Mission--that hacienda 
there where they had that first school that we went to, and then--on the Trek. I've never taken the Trek 
group to the Mission, because it doesn't fit the Trek, and the fact is that St. Anthony's Indian School was 
right there in Old Town. But I do have some beautiful pictures now of the buildings at the Mission, and to 
see the modern Mission is something just--the only thing you can recognize is the door and the--sort of an 
alcove above the door. But the--one of those old dormitories has been made into like a museum. And our 
Sisters are well documented at the--in the history of the Sisters at the Mission in San Diego. 

[00:37:15.00] SHANNON GREEN: So I often wonder--one of my questions has always been--what were they 
thinking? [laughs]. We don't know what they were thinking. But what could they have been thinking to 
decide to move forward without Father Francisco. What do you think about that?

[00:37:35.16] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, they knew they were expected in Tucson. They also had no 
idea that the journey they were undertaking was so perilous that the chances of making it were--maybe fifty 
percent. When we read about--later in the desert they pass a wagonload and you know, the oxen, the 
supplies, the men, all covered in sand--a thousand head of cattle at one point buried in the sand. 

[00:38:23.00] [Director's comments].

[00:38:45.04] SISTER MARY MURPHY: They had no idea that that next part of the journey was going to be 
perilous. So far--I mean, the train ride wasn't perilous. The ship from San Francisco to San Diego--so one of 
them had seasick, but--so they didn't have any idea what they were getting into. The driver must have 
known, because he had done it before. But what did he communicate to them? Sure, I'll take you. So--.

[00:39:20.27] [Director's comments].

[00:39:43.13] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, the carriage--I did look up the carriages of that time. It was 
called a "[Congary??] Carriage". Basically, there were like two benches inside, for three people to sit on one 
side on a bench, and three people to sit facing on the other side. So that's room for six, and there were 
seven Sisters, so one rode in front with the driver. And Sister Ambrosia volunteered to do that. On reading a 
little detail on the Butterfield stage that went from San Francisco down to that same desert area, across to 
St. Louis, on the first journey that the Butterfield stage made, it was a twenty-four-day trip, and a reporter 
from one of the newspapers took that route--was on that carriage. And he said, "To ride it was like a journey 
to hell." You are sitting on wooden benches that are resting on iron wheels that are nailed to wooden spikes. 
You're going over dirt roads that are filled with rocks. So, it was simply not very good for your hips, and a 
bumpy ride all the way. And basically, the route that they would take once they got over the Jacumba 
Mountains--which is that first couple of days--they were on the Butterfield route. Although we--number--I'm 
on number eight--I mentioned Amalie Jo Brown [Ormay??] earlier and doing the map, but your question is, 
"describe the route". 

[00:42:08.10] SHANNON GREEN: I think, yeah, or if you--I think the stage coach route is basically what--

[00:42:14.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, they used--they got a stagecoach route. Basically, when they 
first left San Diego, the route they took was not just due east. Because--the way the stagecoach went was 
how to get around those mountains, and so basically, they went south first, then they went west to the 
ocean, and at the Tijuana River Estuary, near the ocean, is where the carriage crossed, because they had to 
cross that Tijuana River. And that's why they passed a post that was marked "the Southwest boundary of 
the United States", because they were right at the ocean. And then they--the route went along the Tijuana 
River valley into Mexico for about forty miles until it came up at Tecate [Mexico] and then into Campo 
[California]. I don't know if you want to--that I would mention the basic route of the map then goes over the 
Jacumba Mountains, which is where they nicknamed it "The Abomination of Desolation"--of how desolate it 
was--then down into the desert. The desert was both prohibitive and treacherous and it was a three-day 
journey. They crossed the Colorado [River] at Yuma. It was an easier route east of Yuma, and by that time 
Father Francisco had met them, they had two carriages, they had a cook, they had good meals, and it was a 



much easier route--until they got close to Pacacho Peak [Arizona], and then there was a danger from the 
Apaches. That summarizes that part.

[00:44:28.05] SHANNON GREEN: That's great.

[00:44:32.10] [Director's comments].

[00:45:52.01] SISTER MARY MURPHY: So, when they crossed the--continue? When they crossed the Tijuana 
River, and they passed the white post, it marked the border between the United States and Mexico. They 
wept as they were leaving the United States, and that post today is in the middle of the border where there 
are three fences. The ocean is right there near the post. And it's located at the end of Monument Road, 
which is how we discovered it. That night, they slept on some rocks. Some--one or two slept under the 
carriage. They were afraid of the wolves--the driver told them not to worry--but in the middle of the night 
one of them screamed because a horse was licking her face. The next morning, they set out, in procession, 
singing, holding what we would call a yucca--they called it a St. Joseph lily and they sang as they walked 
along. It was sort of a lovely morning, and at noon that next day they got to Campo. And Campo was a 
place where ranchers came together and it was a supply place. And they were offered a lovely lunch. And 
then after the lunch, a number of the men came out and proposed to them. 

[00:47:27.22] SHANNON GREEN: Proposed what to them?

[00:47:30.18] SISTER MARY MURPHY: They proposed marriage to them. That would--why would they ever 
go on to Tucson, because they would be massacred by the Indians. These men had a lovely place there, 
their houses were there, but they didn't have women. They should stay there and marry these men. It was 
exciting to be at Campo, and also to see the wagon road that was--says, "Wagon road of the 1860s" on a 
plaque there. Of course, we showed it before. [Shows mounted picture]. So, it was quite exciting to see the 
place where they were proposed to, and then the wagon road is right in front. So, now it's a museum that's 
at Campo. 

[00:48:54.08] SISTER MARY MURPHY: When they left Campo, they're along what we would call today 
Highway 94. And that evening, they came across a stretch of rocks large enough to sleep on. So when we 
got to a certain place and we saw these rocks that were large enough to sleep on, of course we climbed the 
rocks, and we said, "Yeah, this one has a--four could sleep on this"--because four slept on the rock and the 
other three slept, you know, near the carriage, or under the carriage. And Sister Martha, who was very cold, 
went looking for leaves to start a fire. She saw a nice lovely log. She went to pick it up, and what she had 
was the leg of the driver. She didn't know who it was--she started yelling--he started laughing--all the Sisters 
woke up. They decided that's the end of the night's sleep--made some tea and then they started singing 
hymns as they walked along. Interesting, especially when things were difficult, they started singing. Because 
that next day, they spent the entire day climbing up and down hills. They were in the Jacumba Mountains 
[California]. Should I keep going on this part?

[00:50:27.24] SHANNON GREEN: Sure, yeah.

[00:50:29.16] SISTER MARY MURPHY: So that day, as they climbed those mountains, they got to the place 
where it was so steep they were obliged to travel it on foot. They were compelled to stop just to breathe. 
Some Sisters lay down on the roadside unable to proceed farther. Besides the terrible fatigue, they suffered 
still more from thirst. The name of the place is Mountain Springs [California], and it was a stopping place 
when they got up to the top. The Sisters nicknamed it "The Abomination of Desolation". Sister Monica asked 
one of the Sisters to draw a picture of it, but she said, "I don't need to draw a picture of it--I'll never forget 
it." 

[00:51:26.14] [Director's comments].

[00:51:40.14] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows mounted photo.] And this one would be the wagon road 
through that area. And you know, you can tell the difference between a wagon road and a truck route. Do 
you see that this is a wagon road--[points at ruts in road]--it could be a hundred years, and the desert never 
forgets. And so, the trail of that wagon road is like indelible. There are places along the Trek and you go, 



"Oh, that's a wagon road."

[00:52:17.03] SHANNON GREEN: Something about the wheels?

[00:52:21.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: The iron wheels never permit anything else to ever grow there. So, 
every so often we would find one of the wagon trails, yeah. 

[00:52:38.14] SHANNON GREEN: What do you think the weather would have been like?

[00:52:42.08] SISTER MARY MURPHY: The weather is like when we go on the Trek, because we go the 
week after Easter, and they left St. Louis the week after Easter. And so, it was reasonably hot then. Not until 
they get into the desert was it-- at [Gila Bend, Arizona??] it was 118 degrees [Fahrenheit], she said. How did 
she ever know it was 118 degrees? But that's what she wrote. 

[00:53:09.27] SHANNON GREEN: And could you pick up that second picture there, and talk about the 
cactus--

[00:53:19.16] SISTER MARY MURPHY: --the cacti?

[00:53:21.16] SHANNON GREEN: --that might have jumped out at--

[00:53:23.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yeah, but I wanted to mostly do that when they get to the place with 
the sore feet?

[00:53:29.18] SHANNON GREEN: Yes, okay, sounds good.

[00:53:31.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows mounted photo]. But this is an example of the--[points at 
cactus in photo]--this particular kind of cactus is what they--I forget the name of it--but you don't want to 
get more than--nearer than two feet to them, because they "jump out at you". If it's like--especially if it's 
windy, you know--and then they're in your skin. So, some of those cacti were very--were frightening, 
because we would go and we'd find a place to sit to have a prayer service, and we'd say, "Oh, stay away 
from those cacti."

[00:54:20.29] SISTER MARY MURPHY: When they got to the top of the hill, and they began to run down the 
hill, it says they ran down two by two, holding hands. You would think you would do better not holding 
hands, but that's what they did. And Sister Constance described that part as, "If they weren't young they 
wouldn't have been able to make it." Now, Sister Constance was one of the ones that--we did a ten-day 
retreat, and Sister Constance [Fitzgerald??] was on that ten-day retreat--I mean, was one of the people on 
that ten-day retreat. And she said, "We couldn't find the trail that went all the way down from here--[shows 
mounted photo]--to the bottom of the mountain. Let's go back just to find that trail." Now, I don't know if 
this is the time to pull out a picture of Sister Constance, on a cold winter day, four of us went here and 
trying to find that trail. And Constance is wrapped up in an outfit that is unbelievable. That night it was so 
cold and windy that one of the tents just rolled over and over in that desert area right below it. [Looks for 
photo].

[00:56:16.25] SHANNON GREEN: We can look again later.

[00:56:19.08] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I'll have to find it later. Oh, it is unbelievable.

[00:56:22.10] SHANNON GREEN: I know, I'd love to see that.

[00:56:24.25] SISTER MARY MURPHY: It has to be in some other packet. I'm always afraid of what are you 
doing in between times?

[00:56:41.27] SHANNON GREEN: Don't worry about that.

[00:56:45.01] SISTER MARY MURPHY: When they got to the foot of the mountain, they were in another 



totally different area--they were in the desert. Monica writes, "There were upward of twenty men there, and 
some were intoxicated." Now why would there be twenty men at the end of a desert? And the reason is, that 
the location is the junction where the two stage routes met. So, we have one stage route--the Butterfield 
stage comes down from San Francisco, through those mountains on what is now S2--Highway 2, S2. And it 
meets--today it meets Highway 8, okay. They were running down two-by-two, and their stage route was the 
San Diego to San Antonio [Texas] route. So, you have a junction of two stage routes. Now, the Butterfield 
stage discontinued after the Civil War [1861-1865], so these were independent contractors trying to make a 
living bringing things from San Francisco--or to San Francisco from St. Louis or Kansas City, and others from 
San Diego to San Antonio, through Yuma. So, there would be twenty men there, who were probably 
desperados in a way--men that were willing to face three days in the desert--crossing that desert, where 
they knew some of them would never make it across. They were the tumbleweeds of society. This was the 
Wild West. This was "Bonanza" [TV show (1959-1973]--the real stuff. So, they were there before they 
crossed the desert, or at the end of crossing it, before they went on to San Francisco. They were at Ocotillo 
Wells [California], and there was water there. 

[00:59:22.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: So, on May 10, the next morning, they entered the desert. Now, it 
might be good to read part of the diary at this point, just because of how--the bottom of page 17--if I read 
two full paragraphs. "We started this morning at five o'clock and entered the desert. It is a vast bed of sand. 
Traveling over it is rendered dangerous on account of the sandstorms. We were told that about a month 
previous to our crossing it, they found a government wagon loaded with firearms, which had been forwarded 
several months before, and a stagecoach with seven passengers, all buried in the sand. As sand is a good 
conductor, frequently the heat is extreme. When the sun is at meridian height, the sand is hot enough to 
blister. In one place we passed a drove of horned cattle said to contain a thousand head. Every one died of 
heat the same day. Another place we passed the remains of fifteen hundred sheep, smothered in a 
sandstorm. In several places the sand is so deep we were obliged to walk. We could get water only in one 
place, and when we did get it, it was not only hot, but so full of minerals we suffered more after taking it 
than before." That's actually on the map--that Amelie did--it's called the "Laguna Salada" [Spanish: "salty 
lake"]--it's a dry salt lake. So that's why the water was salty. One of the questions you asked me was, what 
was their mood? And when you think, here again, Monica writes: "The moon shone mightily. We walked 
along and rode alternately. As we walked along we chanted a hymn. It was indeed a beautiful sight to see 
the Sisters at the lonely hour of midnight crossing the frightful desert singing hymns. We sang all the time, 
and imagined St. Joseph in our company protecting us, as he did the infant Jesus and his blessed Mother 
through the Egyptian desert. Thus, we felt no fear. At midnight we reached a ranch. We would not have 
refused some refreshments, but for us there was none." You realize, these were Butterfield stage stations 
that had been abandoned. So--. Another question is about the cactus. And on the next day they did come to 
a ranch, where a proprietor showed us great kindness--showed them great kindness. They were given water 
to wash. "One of the Sisters wore low shoes. Her feet and ankles were very painful, and it was with difficulty 
she removed her stockings, as they stuck to the flesh with the blood which had concealed there. After 
getting them off, she had twenty-two bleeding sores produced by the cactus plant with which the desert 
abounds. She recommends that Sisters coming to Arizona wear high boots." 

[01:03:19.27] SHANNON GREEN: On that note, could you describe their habits at that time, and how that 
might have impacted the travel as well?

[01:03:29.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: They wore black serge habits. How they ever could wear them in that 
heat--but they had nothing else they had. That was the--. 

[01:03:46.29] SHANNON GREEN: And they probably just had one? Or maybe a change, but--

[01:03:53.11] SISTER MARY MURPHY: They probably had a second habit. I can imagine the desolate look 
that they had. I'm sure that both in San Francisco and in San Diego, and in Yuma, they washed everything 
and all that. But crossing that desert they must have just been miserable and looked miserable and they 
sang all the time. [all laugh]. 

[01:04:28.22] SHANNON GREEN: They must have been a sight, too, to the men. 

[01:04:35.01] SISTER MARY MURPHY: That's true. 



[01:04:38.19] [Director's comments].

[01:04:48.29] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Sister Davida [Sister Davida Joseph Conlan] had that lovely poem.

[01:04:52.17] SHANNON GREEN: Oh, tell us about Sister Davida, just briefly.

[01:04:55.14] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, Sister Davida was a high school English teacher, and she wrote 
this gorgeous poem on the Trek. But there are four lines in it that fit this desert part. So, what if we pull out-
-.

[01:05:12.19] [Director's comments].

[01:06:16.19] SISTER MARY MURPHY: But the part on the crossing the desert was, in poetic form, "They 
walked in procession at midnight, sang hymns by the light of the moon. Coyotes, rabbits froze in awe at the 
sight. Dawn came for them, too soon.” On the third day, when they came to a stable, once again there were 
forty men--this time forty men--there. And this time they were treated with kindness and respect. I wonder, 
why was the atmosphere so different. Is it because they were near civilization--nearer the town of Yuma? It 
wasn’t as desperate an area, rather than coming down the Jacumba Mountains out in a desolate area. I 
don’t know. But a totally different area there. They were invited to sleep in the bar, and they--”No, we’ll go 
sleep in the stable.” There are forty men in the stable--well, that’s okay, we’ll stay in the stable. And the next 
morning when they saw forty men, sure enough, and they were treated with kindness and respect. So total 
different world. Soon after that, coming to the end of the desert, they passed the Pilot Knob Station [ten 
miles west of Yuma, Arizona]. And that’s the one adobe station that’s extant--that’s still in existence--and we 
have pictures of that Pilot Knob Station. 

[01:08:23.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Now I would like to do a little bit of history here, of the life of Father 
Eusebio Kino [Father Eusebio Francisco Kino [(1645-1711), Italian missionary and explorer], and Juan 
Bautista de Anza [Juan Bautista de Anza, aka Bezerra Nieto (1736–1788), explorer and governor of New 
Mexico], because--to some way appreciate what they did to open up that desert. And to do that--

[01:08:53.03] [Director’s comments].

[01:09:40.14] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I wrote a summary kind of paper: “Kino had a dream, Anza brought it 
to fulfillment” as a summary of that whole thing. But what I’d like to do is whatever is good for photography. 
Somebody, at some point, gave me maps. [Shows map]. I don’t know if I could do the short form of my 
notes, or a long form--it’s a whole paper.

[01:10:32.20] SHANNON GREEN: Let’s try the short form, and if we have time later we’ll have you read more 
of it.

[01:10:36.00] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay. Yeah. To appreciate how difficult that desert was to cross, it’s 
why Sister Alberta had me read the book “Rim of Christendom”, the life of Kino [Herbert Eugene Bolton & 
John L. Kessel (1984) "Rim of Christendom: A Biography of Eusebio Francisco Kino, Pacific Coast Pioneer"]. 
And to realize that it’s 200 years after New Mexico was colonized by Spain that California was colonized. 
Why? Because of that desert that was not able to be crossed. Kino, a Jesuit, was first missioned down in the 
lower part of Baja California--he gave it those first names, like “Loreto”--the different towns there. And they 
couldn’t continue there because they didn’t have water or food or ways to survive. He was brought back to 
the mainland and he was sent up to what we would call today the northern part of Sonora [Mexico], right 
below Nogales--in that area in Mexico. While he’s there, his dream is to find a possible land route to 
California, from Sonora, because his friend, Father Salvatierra [Father Juan María de Salvatierra, S.J., (1648–
1717), Catholic missionary] was then missioned down to Lower California. If he could find a land route, he 
could send cattle, things, over to Baja California, see? At that time--but it was believed that California was an 
island. His first thing he had to do was document that it was not an island. So, on one of his many, many 
excursions, he climbed Mount Pinacate [Sonora, Mexico], had binoculars [doubtful??], had some of the skills 
of a scientist--was able to see that where the Colorado River emptied out, the land below it and that 
California was not an island. He sent that back to Europe, and his document is now at the Huntington Library 



[San Marino, California]. So then--his dream was to make that crossing--became his legacy. [Shows map]. A 
little more about him is that, the Jesuits had 450 missions in Northern Mexico, and he had the nine missions 
surrounding Dolores. He made literally hundreds of excursions up through these different routes. Founded 
ten Indian Missions along the Gila [River], made friends with the Yuma Indians--down here, along the route 
that goes out into the sea of California--those were all the different places he visited. So he also founded San 
Xavier del Bac [mission near Tucson, Arizona]--and that’s why it’s named after St. Francis Xavier, a Jesuit--
so, a feeling for the work that Kino did. 

[01:14:36.04] SISTER MARY MURPHY: So, his dream was to make the crossing. It was passed on to the 
elder Anza, a Basque captain of the Presidio of Fronteras [Sonora, Mexico], to his son Juan Bautista de Anza. 
Now, the Presidio of Fronteras is also significant, because “fronteras” means “frontier”--the frontier was 
where Apache country started, and that--the Apache Indians--which were like enemies even to all the other 
Indian tribes, because they were so strong. Actually, he was killed by the Apaches, but the dream was 
carried down to his son, Juan Bautista de Anza. Juan Bautista de Anza, in 1769 got word that there were 
Franciscan missionaries and soldiers going up and down the coast of California. And he thought this is the 
moment to make that crossing--cross that desert. So he got permission from the Prime Minister down in 
Mexico City, money, resources, and he led a small expedition to connect Sonora to California by a land route 
through the near-waterless desert. I believe it was a group of about twenty-seven men and a hundred 
horses and cattle. They crossed it by finding three wells through that desert--over the mountains down to 
San Gabriel [California]. Actually, brought enough resources to San Gabriel for San Gabriel Mission to 
survive, because the California missions were just at about their last breath of survival. But he brought some 
supplies from there--went up to Monterey, from there up to San Francisco, put the cross at what we would 
consider Land’s End, but near the present Presidio--laid claim to San Francisco for Spain--went back to 
Sonora--drove all the way down to Mexico City--got permission to take a colony. And he was instrumental in 
founding the mission and the Presidio in San Francisco--no--erase--the Franciscans founded that part--but he 
was able to bring colonists to found the town of San Francisco. He left--of the 300 people he brought across-
-many stayed at San Gabriel, some went on and stayed at Monterey, and then up to San Francisco. So, 300 
men, women and children, all safely across that desert--three babies were born along the way. So, they 
started with the 300 and they ended with 302, because a mother died of the three mothers, but all three 
babies lived. This is aside, but there’s a woman in our parish who claims that her ancestry goes back to that 
group of Indians that crossed--and their family has burial privileges there at San Gabriel. Interesting. 

[01:18:31.05] [Director’s comments].

[01:18:51.09] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows folded map]. This shows--you want to hold--their--here is his 
missions in Sonora, and the expedition leaving Sonora, up to Tucson. One of the children was born and 
baptized there. Continuing on up, crossing the Gila [River], down to--up to San Gabriel, up to Monterey, up 
to San Francisco--so, the trail of Juan Bautista de Anza. So, all the other explorers were founded on that 
trail. So, we have the Anza-Borrego Desert is one, I think. And now, there’s also like a club in the--it’s called 
the National Historic Trail, and there’s an auto route--so at different times you’ll be able to see this symbol--
the Anza Trail--going up [Highway] 101 to San Francisco and even going down through Arizona--the Anza 
Trail. 

[01:20:23.17] [Director’s comments].

[01:21:18.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Never did any of the groups come across the desert. The next group 
came Santa Fe to Tucson with Salpointe--the group of eighteen--and we have diaries on all these--1876 
went down Baja California, up to Yuma by ship, then across. But never again did they try to cross the desert. 
It was too--

[01:21:47.17] SHANNON GREEN: Now only we try to cross the desert--[all laugh]--in our mini-van.  

[01:21:51.06] SISTER MARY MURPHY: We go with a--

[01:21:51.26] KELBY THWAITS: --and we still complain about how hot it is, sometimes--even with air 
conditioning, you know?



[01:21:55.17] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yeah. And you really don’t get a sense of the sixty miles of the desert 
even now, because Highway 8 goes straight across. Or even that--sometimes we’d stop--haven’t done it 
recently--to see the old auto--the boards--they had boards--it’s like a--boards held together--and so they--in 
1915--so the cars went across on these wooden boards--to cross that--

[01:22:31.11] SHANNON GREEN: Across the river?

[01:22:32.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: No, to cross the desert.

[01:22:33.18] SHANNON GREEN: Oh, because of the sand.

[01:22:35.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: And then the sand--whatever they did--the sand kept piling on top of 
it. They had them--they found out that if you do the high points to build the Highway 8--on a high point then 
the sand just goes over it--but the difficulties of getting a road across that Highway 8.

[01:22:59.06] [Director’s comments].

[01:25:10.28] SISTER MARY MURPHY: One point to bring out for Yuma--well like there’s a house museum. 
But it’s a National Heritage site. And at the museum you’ve got a wall like that big [gestures], and it shows--
I don’t know how to bring it into the diary--it shows all of the great explorers who crossed Yuma. So, you 
start with Kino, and you get to Anza, you get to the Butterfield Battalion, you get to the--Butterfield Trail, 
you get to the Mormon Battalion, you get to--all these different groups. 

[01:25:56.29] [Director’s comments].

[01:26:16.23] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Anyway, they now have it called the Gateway Park, and then they 
have this lovely park built here to commemorate that this is a great crossing. The fact that it’s still remote--
you don’t feel like it’s--say New York is the gateway to the United States--or San Francisco Bay or things--it’s 
remote, but it is a National Heritage Site. And this is an aside story, but just to have a sense of it--Garcés 
[Father Francisco Hermenegildo Tomás Garcés, O.F.M., (1738–1781), Spanish missionary and explorer] was 
one of the early Franciscans who really built--who built the present San Xavier del Bac [Mission], which is 
gorgeous. And he would do things like eat food with the Indians, you know, the mosquitos and the bugs and 
that kind of thing. And he was situated at Yuma. Now, after Anza brought that big group up to San 
Francisco, another group came to found the City of Los Angeles [California]. Okay, so I don’t know the 
number, but let’s say--say eighty people. And they situated themselves at Yuma, but that group did not treat 
the Yumans politely--like Anza had done, and Kino had done. And the first group went on ahead because of 
the water holes--you have to let the water fill up again in the water holes--to found Los Angeles, and that’s a 
group that’s marked at the Pueblo there. Garcés was stationed there and they massacred the other forty 
along with Garcés [at Mission San Pedro y San Pablo de Bicuñer, Yuma Revolt, (1781)]. And that was the--
then that--the Yuma crossing was closed again for the next--until the Civil War--another eighty years--the 
Yuma crossing was impassable. The Yumans didn’t let anybody cross until the US Army built that fort up on 
top, which became our school. So, a real sense of Yuma being a crossing place.

[01:28:37.00] [Director’s comments].

[01:29:39.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows photo]. You don't have a feeling for how the river [Colorado 
River] was back then, because now it's siphoned off into all these irrigation channels, but that river would 
have covered this part of the land, and it would have gone from where those trees are growing all the way 
to the heights over here. And this is now this--it's sort of like a national bridge sort of thing. And it was from 
this spot that the raft went across. But you wanted to do this--are we on? Okay, after they passed Pilot Knob 
Station, and they went through the territory of the Yuman Indians--now called Quechan--they were at the 
site of the Colorado River at Yuma, which today is a National Heritage area, one of the world's crossing 
places of history. It's so remote it doesn't seem like that. At that time, in Monica's diary--and it's amazing 
how accurate she was with her facts--she wrote that the river was seventeen feet deep, and they had--were 
brought--they put horse and carriage and all of them on one raft so they wouldn't have to do two trips. It 
was only a raft with ropes on a pulley that they were brought across on. So, taking the carriage and horses 
in one trip, one of the horses fell on the raft, which prevented the carriage from rolling into the river. So, you 



picture, her hopping out of the carriage, and afraid of her life, and meeting certain death and all those kind 
of things. And then they're in Yuma--and they meet Father Francisco and they're taken in by a Mexican 
family and three days there. And then they have--on the journey going forward, to get to Tucson, they had a 
priest, Father Francisco, they had two carriages, they had their meals cooked for them, they had three days 
of rest, and a renewed confidence for the journey. Then they set out on the Gila for 200 miles and they 
crossed all these different stage stations, but not too much adventure--except they got to Painted Rocks 
[Arizona]. And that is--today it's called the Painted Rocks Petroglyphs site. And she comments on the sad 
condition of the Indians, and how she would love to be able to minister to them, and et cetera, et cetera. 
And then they stop at--

[01:32:57.09] SHANNON GREEN: There is a picture of the Painted Rocks, if you want to--

[01:33:00.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Okay. [Shows mounted photo]. Lovely. So here is the Painted Rocks. 
And around it there are a lot of these--historical signs--showing how there were two different eras of Indians 
who would have made that--. They got to what is today Gila Bend, and then they're stopped there for a 
while. And she's writing in her diary. Somebody else is [nodding??]--some nude Indians go by--it's 118 
degrees [F]--they had lamb for dinner. And then--the carriage that night--they go forty miles across this 
desert. And Sister Martha--the driver goes to sleep--Sister Martha takes the reins and guides the horses 
through the night, and they come out at Mariposa. They're now in Indian country. And they go on to what is 
today Sacatan [Arizona], which is like an Indian headquarters today. And that's where they are met by the 
sixteen soldiers. And that is a bit of a mystery. Who sent those sixteen soldiers to protect them? And so 
Monica writes in the--appendix--Alberta puts it, of course, in the Appendix, but Margaret wrote--Monica 
wrote a note: "The Bishop was never able to find out who had given the order for the soldiers to meet the 
Sisters. All that the Commandant of the fort could tell us was, a very respectable, hasty messenger arrived at 
the fort, with a request that a detachment be sent immediately to escort some travelers through the 
dangerous passes." Well, Sister Alberta thinks it was St. Joseph who was the messenger. Other people think 
it's an angel. Who was the messenger? But it's probably the only time in community history where we have a 
serious reflection on--is this the supernatural working because the survival of the Sisters depended on it? 
And there's no story like that about crossing the desert. But it's an indication of how severe the threat of the 
Apaches was. 

[01:35:58.29] [Director's comments].

[01:36:42.25] SISTER MARY MURPHY: You did ask about the different groups of Indians. At that time, they 
were in Pima country. And of course, they had gone through the Yuman [Quechan] area across from the 
town of--what is today Yuma. And at San Xavier del Bac, later they would be in touch with the Papagos, now 
called the Tohono O'odham Indians. And there are Yaqui Indians in many small villages all along that area. 
And also, the Maricopa's were close to the Pimas in that area of Arizona. But I'd like to share one story of 
when the Sisters went to Komatke [ Arizona], St. John's [Mission], Komatke. Sister Mary Joseph Franco 
[1800s], who had been missioned up at Yuma, was learning the Pima language. She already knew the 
Yuman language--of the Yuma tribe. She learned the Pima language. And I have a note from one of her 
letters. She writes, "The Yumas came to visit me. I am learning the Maricopa language." She already knows 
the Pima language. "One of my girls is teaching me. It is much like the Yuma." And then she writes, 
"Eventually, eight tribes were represented at the school, including the Apaches. Geronimo's [Geronimo 
(1829-1909), leader of the Chiracahua Apache people] grandson was a student at Komatke." I found my 
Apaches. 

[01:38:48.16] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Before they got to Picacho Peak--your question to me was, were they 
in real danger? So, as I read up my notes on the Apaches--from 1853 to 1889 there was constant unrest in 
that whole area, because with the settlers, '49ers and others, coming West, the Apache's way of life was 
threatened. And the toughest enemy the Army Cavalry ever encountered were the Apaches. And General 
Crook [General George R. Crook (1830-1890)] was given the assignment to rein in the Apaches. Instead of 
constantly meeting with him in battle, he met with him in dialogue. And so, we have pictures of General 
Crook meeting with Geronimo. So, all those years were years of danger for the--those who lived in Tucson. 
Would you believe at one point Geronimo was a patient of the Sisters at St. Mary's Hospital [Tucson, 
Arizona]? I think that brings us to--up to Picacho Peak.



[01:40:33.15] [Break].

[01:40:55.23] [Part II of interview]. 

[01:41:15.27] SHANNON GREEN: So this is Tuesday, November 28, at Villa Carondelet, Mount Saint Mary's 
University CSJ Institute Oral History interviews, part 2 of Shannon Green interviewing Sister Mary Murphy. 
We are starting on the Trek at the--Picacho Peak.

[01:41:35.04] [Director's comments].

[01:41:41.26] SISTER MARY MURPHY: From Monica's diary: "We were then approaching Picacho Peak, 
where the Apaches are accustomed to attack travelers. A fearful massacre had been perpetrated there only a 
week previous." And I'm going to take account of the Picacho Peak--from Sister Mary Jean Fields diary--
poem--diary: "Met by a mounted military escort, they planned to pass Picacho Peak at midnight. Citizens 
from Tucson had also come to guard them, as from afar the peak grew into the heavily spangled sky, jutting 
out from the black velvet of the desert. Even Father Francisco clutched a rifle. The citizens closed in about 
the wagon, spurring deep their horse's flanks. And with a suddenness that split the night into a thousand 
ghostly arrows, they screamed, shouted, yelled, flung their strident cries into the silence. Hidden in the 
velvet folds, Apaches waited. The galloping horses jerked their sweating heads and neighed. 'The Indians! 
The Indians!', echoed and reechoed through the rocks. And throats grew parched and paralyzed as each 
man strained to give his voice the power of ten men's voices. And all the while in the darkness from twelve 
to four there was no respite from the noise and gallop, in the fear that drew the hours and eras that defied 
the count of time." 

[01:43:15.23] [Director's comments].

[01:43:26.11] SISTER MARY MURPHY: "Met by a mounted military escort, they planned to pass Picacho Peak 
at midnight. Citizens from Tucson had also come to guard them, as from afar the peak grew into the heavily 
spangled sky, jutting out from the black velvet of the desert."

[01:43:46.12] [Director's comments].

[01:43:55.26] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows picture of Picacho Peak]. 

[01:44:00.15] SHANNON GREEN: So can you--is it possible to say where you think they would have had to 
pass through there?

[01:44:07.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, it's a very good question, because I don't think they had to 
climb the peak. I think there was open space. But I think that the Indians hid behind the hill in Picacho Peak, 
and then came out and surprised travelers--because there's a wide-open space there for them to travel 
through. 

[01:44:36.16] SHANNON GREEN: In some ways to me, this seems to me--it's kind of a climax moment of the 
diary and the Trek. Would you--what would you--

[01:44:43.23] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I would agree, because from here, it's sixty-five miles into the city in 
one account--no, I'm mistake--sixty-five from when they were met by all these different groups. They were 
forty miles from Tucson. So, the next day, by dinner time, or tea time, they were ready to go into Tucson. 
And they said, "Oh, no, we'll go in in the morning, and then it will be a big surprise" and ceremony and the 
citizens will be out there to meet them. And after debating, they said, "No--we'll go in now." And then there's 
that marvelous sense of 3,000 people meeting them. But there's also a Spanish custom--and maybe it's 
other European places have it--when a new dignitary comes into the city, like a new Bishop--it's also--when 
Bishop Alemany [Joseph Sadoc Alemany y Conill, O.P. (1814–1888), first archbishop of San Francisco] 
became the new Bishop in San Francisco like in 1850, dignitaries met him at Martinez [California], which is 
where the train ended then--and then by boat came down to San Francisco. So, it's a--here, this would be 
somewhat the same. Dignitaries met them. Four priests came on horseback. They got off their horses, they 
ran to meet them. And the citizens were there to welcome them. So there's a custom behind this, and that--



but it's a whole town--that salvation has come. And I'm getting teary-eyed. 

[01:46:21.27] SHANNON GREEN: Can you say why this is moving for you?

[01:46:24.12] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I think because it's very moving to me. Where do you have 3,000 
people meeting a group of seven Sisters? It's very touching--very celebratory. And then do you think they 
made anything more of the Trek? No. They brushed off their habits, and a week later started school. And 
they probably paid no more attention to the Trek than the man in the moon. You know, that's sort of it. But 
it might be good to--I don't know--to read the--coming into Tucson.

[01:47:04.25] SHANNON GREEN: Yes.

[01:47:06.19] [Director's comments].

[01:48:12.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: They came into town on the Feast of the Ascension, May 26, 1870. 
[Reads from Sister Monica's diary]: "After refreshing ourselves with a cup of coffee, we continued until within 
fifteen miles of Tucson, when we stopped for a short rest. The citizens desired us to remain there all night, 
as they wished us to enter Tucson in daylight, where a grand reception was in preparation. You see, they 
were very proud of us. Anyway, Father finally succeeded in obtaining their consent for us to enter that 
night." Think of one more night out in the desert, because they want to celebrate them the next day. Okay. 
"Four men went in advance with the joyful tidings of our arrival. We were expected about six o'clock p.m. 
and were afterwards informed that the ladies and children had stationed themselves on the housetops, being 
too modest to mix in the crowd with men. At about three miles from town, we were met by the procession, 
headed by four priests on horseback. But as we came in sight, they dismounted and ran, rather than walked, 
to meet us. The crowd in the meantime was discharging firearms. Before we reached the city, their number 
had increased to about 3,000, some discharging firearms, others bearing lighted torches, all walking in order 
and heads uncovered. The city was illuminated, fireworks in full display. Balls of combustible matter were 
thrown in the streets through which we passed. At each explosion, Sister Euphrasia made the sign of the 
Cross. All the bells of the city were pealing forth their merriest strains. On reaching the convent we found 
our good Bishop, in company of several ladies and gentlemen, awaiting our arrival. The crowd then fired a 
fearful salute and dispersed. We feel truly grateful to these good people for their kind reception, as it is a 
convincing testimony of their reverence of our holy faith. The Bishop conducted us to our dormitory, one of 
the priests brought us some water, and after arranging our toilet, the ladies ushered us into the refectory, 
where a nice supper had been prepared for us. They waited on us at supper in endeavor to make everything 
as pleasant as possible." And then the final one is: "When they had finished their repast, they left us in quiet 
possession of our new home, St. Joseph Convent, Tucson, Arizona." And they, you know, give thanks to 
God, et cetera, et cetera. And they close with: "Our house is built of adobe, or brick dried in the sun, simply 
mud, and consists of but one story. We ask our good Sisters to continue to pray for us, recommending the 
success of our mission, our schools and of our own spiritual welfare to our dear Lord, to the end that we 
may labor earnestly to promote His greater glory, and have this alone in view, in all our undertakings. Sister 
Monica of the Sacred Heart.” So--.

[01:51:34.24] SHANNON GREEN: So, just as evidenced by your last kind of emotional response, shall we 
turn to talking now about what this has meant for you and the community to engage with the Trek in this 
way. 

[01:51:50.28] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, it’s interesting. I think it’s giving me spiritual life these years. 
It’s been thirty years since Amelie did that map, so it must be about thirty-three or thirty-four years Alberta 
and I were--started working on it. About sixty Sisters have gone on the Trek with us, and I’ve probably done 
it now about twelve times--reenacting it. It got me also interested in the work of our Sisters on the Indian 
missions, so much so, that I have probably spent a couple of hundred hours reading the hundreds of letters 
written from those missions, trying to put them into a quote-unquote--a “book”. God knows where that will 
go. I don’t know if there is some other--

[01:52:51.04] SHANNON GREEN: I think you know--I’d like to hear a little bit more about what you think this 
has meant for other Sisters--moments maybe that you’ve witnessed, or the kind of--we didn’t really talk 
about the prayer services that you do along the way--some of that experience? The pilgrimage aspect?



[01:53:09.06] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, I think that the Sisters--I think by the time we get to Tucson--
by the time we get to Yuma, the Sisters are amazed that they ever did this. It just sort of fills them. ”How do 
I ever complain about this and this, when they experienced this?”, you know. There’s a line that Sister 
Miriam Therese [Larkin (1930-2010)] writes in--it has a picture of--Sister Miriam Therese wrote an article, 
“Olympic Alps to the Arizona Desert". That these five Sisters had come from “...the southeastern part of 
France known as the Savoy. The Winter Games of 1992 turned our attention to that part of France.” And you 
think of the snow in the Winter Olympics. And those five Sisters are the ones that are now buried in Tucson. 
And the last paragraph is what speaks to me about them: “As they crossed the desert to Arizona in 1870, 
surely these women must have longed for the beauty of what their Savoy land had been in their lives. In 
reaching for the more, as Sisters of St. Joseph, they had learned that, moving toward God calls one to move 
beyond much of what is beautiful and good in our lives. What the Savoy Sisters learned, and what we can 
learn too, is that even the desert blooms. Even the dry land will be watered.” I think that says it. Tears show 
it too. So. 

[01:55:24.22] SHANNON GREEN: You know, we’ve talked a little bit about how we can perhaps--maybe 
bring students on an experience like the Trek. Just do you think--what kind of benefit might that--this 
experience could have even for a community beyond the Sisters?

[01:55:41.13] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, the thing is, it’s a little difficult adventure to do it for a whole 
week, you know. 

[01:55:55.19] SHANNON GREEN: Do you think there’s anything to be--[unintelligible]--

[01:55:59.27] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, I think that, if the initiative came from the college, and you 
know, you wanted to pull it together kind of thing--

[01:56:08.00] SHANNON GREEN: Yeah.

[01:56:08.25] SISTER MARY MURPHY: --I think it has to come almost--the initiative--from the college.

[01:56:13.09] SHANNON GREEN: Oh, sure. No, I’m more wondering if you think--you know, what a young 
person--like a young adult--a young woman might gain from--

[01:56:21.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: --oh from it.

[01:56:22.23] SHANNON GREEN: Yeah. Any reflections on--it’s an important historic and spiritual experience 
for a Sister. But what do you think about beyond?

[01:56:32.02] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, what’s interesting is, up until now, it’s all Sisters to have signed 
up. But this next Trek, it’s three women who are Associates who have signed up. But of course, they also 
have the charism like inside of them kind of thing. They happen to be [Karen??] King, who is our 
photographer and tech person; [Teri??] Norton, who entered as a postulant and left to take care of 
somebody in her family who was dying; and Rita A. Scherrei, who has been Associate Director. Those are 
our three Associates. It will be interesting to see what--how their experience after--probably much the same, 
I think, as the Sisters do.

[01:57:19.09] [Director’s comments].

[01:58:03.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Here’s a picture of glamorous St. Joseph’s Academy [Tucson, Arizona, 
1870], right next to the cathedral at the time they arrived. Mostly you see the updated cathedral with the 
two steeples, but this is the way it--the original picture. And right below it is the decrepit situation--picture of 
the city. That’s the Tucson they went to.

[01:58:34.24] [Director’s comments].

[01:59:34.19] SISTER MARY MURPHY: This is the St. Joseph’s Academy that was built in 1885--is that 



enough--which has now become Academy Lofts, and they are now for rent, $1100 and these are old 
classrooms made into lofts. Sister Alberta and I made that--after we first organized the Trek, we had a 
retreat--a whole week’s retreat--and ten Sisters--we were two of the ten--reenacted it for an entire week--
the Trek. [Shows photo]. And here were the ten of us. And Alberta, with her creativity--[shows photo]--had 
a horse and carriage taking us from Silver Bell Park the last eleven miles into St. Mary’s Hospital. In addition, 
she had three jeeps taking us through the Pima Pass. 

[02:01:02.18] SHANNON GREEN: What happened--so they arrive in 1870, they open St. Joseph’s Academy, 
but by 1880 they open St. Mary’s Hospital. Can you talk about that?

[02:01:11.18] SISTER MARY MURPHY: And in between, in 1873 they had St. Xavier [del Bac] Indian School. 
They had a separate school for boys in 1873--St. Augustin’s on the same property as the parish--1875 the 
school Sacred Heart at Yuma, where Sister Monica was Principal--1876 a provincialate and novitiate, and six 
young women entered the community in 1876. One of those was [Sister] Mary Joseph Franco, whose father 
had been captain of the Presidio down in Tubac, and had brought everybody up because Tubac was no 
longer safe because of the Apaches. [In] 1878 St. Joseph’s Hospital in Prescott [Arizona], and 1880 St. 
Mary’s Hospital in Tucson. 

[02:02:16.02] SHANNON GREEN: So six Sisters entered. When did other Sisters also arrive?

[02:02:23.08] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, once it’s 18--oh, other Sisters arrived in 1873. They came 
overland. Four came in 1876. Two more--the first Provincial--and she must have had an assistant--came. It 
is in the black holes of history, because there’s no record of how they came, but they were there. So that’s 
something I can maybe find out if St. Louis has a record of. So that’s seven institutions they had in those 
first ten years. But then, it’s amazing--you have the railroad coming through Tucson, and pretty soon 
they’re--of course, you have those six Sisters who entered, so that brings it up from ten to sixteen. A few 
years later it’s twenty-five Sisters, and then bingo. They’re all over--as Marie Chapla [Sister Marie Stephen 
Chapla (1931-2016)??] used to say, “We’ve walked every block in Tucson.” I mean--our Sisters were there. 

[02:03:36.23] SISTER MARY MURPHY: One of the follow-up questions was the significance of Tucson for us. 
And it’s like--well, first it is our foundation--it’s a cornerstone. The word “lodestone” came to me. And then I 
went to look up what is “lodestone”? It’s a “strong attraction”. So, the founding in Tucson is a strong 
attraction for us. And when we go to the cemetery and we read that litany, and see the five French Sisters 
buried there, that’s quite moving as a closing of the Trek. 

[02:04:20.24] SHANNON GREEN: Could you show that--there’s a picture there of the--

[02:04:29.08] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [Shows mounted photo]. So, one of the six--one of five French 
Sisters--this is her headstone. And what they’ve done for each of the five of them is to put a horse and 
covered wagon up in the righthand corner to designate it as one of those five. 

[02:04:55.15] SHANNON GREEN: Could you say a little bit more about the litany? I see it down there. You 
don’t need to read it all, but--it’s such a beautiful prayer--maybe read a little bit of it.

[02:05:08.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: When we’ve done the Trek, and before we go to see the schools and 
hospitals and places our Sisters worked, we go to the cemetery. And then each person takes a paragraph, 
and we pray this litany. So, let me pray three of these stanzas. “We pray for those who came before us, and 
in turn we ask their prayers. Of all those who braved the desert and its heat, of the seven pioneers, five of 
whom lie buried here: Sister Emerentia, Sister Maxime, Sister Ambrosia, Sister Euphrasia, Sister Hyacinth. Of 
these we ask their prayers.” And we all say, “Pray for us.” I’ll do the one on the Indian missions: “Of all who 
gave up common comforts to live the harsh life of the Indian missions, finding happiness in the midst of 
fatigue, privation and disappointments: Sister Aquinas [Duffy??], Sister Mary Thomas [Lavin??], Sister 
Marcina [Powers], St. Barbara [Reilly], Sister Alacoque [??], Sister Bernadette [Smith??], Sister Alfreda [??], 
Sister Ansela [??], Sister Mary Joseph [Franco], Sister Anna de Sales [Powers]. Of these we ask their 
prayers. Pray for us.” “Of those aged and infirm, who spent their last years in prayer and simple duties, who 
reached back into history to tell us of our early days: Sister St. Brigid [??], Sister Emily [??], Sister Mary John 
Noli. Of these we ask their prayers. Pray for us.” 



[02:07:02.07] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I’d like to tell a story about Sister St. Brigid, and of course she was at 
Komatke for like twenty years. She was from Ireland, and they didn’t have any milk even. One of her sisters 
sent her a cow--or money for a cow--they bought a cow--however they got a cow, so that the children would 
have milk. Sister St. Brigid did the cooking, and at--St. John’s was the one institution, you know, where they 
talk about Indians are roped into going to these boarding schools. Well, at St. Johns, they never planned to 
have a boarding school, but the boys were sleeping in the sand dunes, wrapped in blankets at night, in order 
to go to the school. And so, Father Justin [Deutsch, OFM??] built the first building for the boys--then a 
building for dining, and the girls slept there at night. So this was a boarding school built by the children, 
because they were there, sleeping--no plans. And where was St. Brigid cooking? You know how you see 
these big--we think of them as trash things or containers this big [gestures]--with a grill on the top--put a 
fire in it and do your cooking. I mean, you know, it was so simple--unbelievable, you know--survival kind of 
life. When they first went there--here I was going to do the litany of the Sisters and I’m into Indian missions. 
So--here we are. So, I’ll finish with: “Of all those who labored in Arizona and lie buried there, of these we 
ask their prayers. Pray for us.” And you wanted one other question, I think, on the Indian missions.

[02:09:01.13] [Director’s comments].

[02:09:18.03] SHANNON GREEN: Is there anything else from the Trek that you didn’t say that you wanted to 
say?

[02:09:26.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, I mentioned already how, Sisters when they’ve done it, they’re 
amazed that they did this, you know? I think spiritually speaking, it’s a call to--we have the sense of--the 
Ignatian sense of the more--”what more can we do?” [Saint Ignatius of Loyola, aka Íñigo López de Loyola 
(1491-1556) founder of Jesuit order]. Probably a final one is a sense of how hard the Trek was and the 
difficulty of those early years. And its--Tucson’s place in our history--they were the early pioneers of schools-
-first school in Arizona--hospitals--first hospital in Arizona--nurses--first nurse--registered nurse in Arizona--
five Indian missions and an orphanage. What a legacy. 

[02:10:35.16] [Director’s comments].

[02:12:22.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [from Sister Monica’s diary, page 4: Goodbye to Mother Superior in 
St. Louis, Missouri]. “When we had had the consolation of hearing the Mass, and receiving the Bishop’s 
blessing, we went to the depot. Reverend Mother and Sister [Lucida??] accompanied us. Reverend Mother 
procured our tickets, refreshments, and other conveniences for the journey. The dreaded moment of parting 
had almost arrived. That moment, we shall never forget. We were all seated in the cars, when she came in 
with her little purchases, and at the same time, to say goodbye. We then lost all self-control, and wept 
bitterly after she entered the carriage and drove out of sight. The Arizona missionaries had made their first 
great sacrifice in leaving their dear Mother. The same day we passed through the beautiful valley of La 
Platte, took supper at Clark’s, a hundred and twenty-one miles from Omaha [Nebraska]. Sister Ambrosia and 
I went to purchase some tea. We received it as an alms, and with its several mortifications. The cars were so 
densely crowded that night we were unable to sleep.”

[02:13:36.14] [Director’s comments].

[02:13:40.27] [from Sister Monica’s diary, page 12: leaving San Diego]. “Sister Euphrasia and I sat in the 
corner and tried to sleep. We had scarcely closed our eyes when the wolves began to howl about us. We 
feared they would consume our little store of provisions, and thus let us perish in the wilderness, but the 
driver told us not to fear. During the night, Sister Euphrasia was startled from her sleep by one of the horses 
licking her face. She screamed fearfully, and we concluded she was a prey to the wolves. Next morning, May 
8, Feast of the Patronage of our Holy Father Saint Joseph, we were determined to celebrate it the best way 
we could. After offering up our prayers, we formed up a procession, going in advance of the wagon, Mother 
walking in front, bearing a Spanish lily in her hand. We followed in solemn order, and imagined ourselves in 
Egypt with St. Joseph as leader.” That Spanish lily, we figured, is a yucca. What else would fit that, that 
would be growing here wild?

[02:15:20.18] [Director’s comments].



[02:16:08.11] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [from Sister Monica’s diary, page 16: Abomination of Desolation]. So 
after they ran down the hill, the mountain two by two, Monica writes: “We reassembled at the foot of the 
mountain and paused a few moments to breathe. Everyone has something to remark about the place we 
had just passed. Sister Maximus said it was ‘the Abomination of Desolation’. The carriage overtook us there, 
but we continued on foot as it was yet too dangerous to ride, though we had quite a distance to go before 
we could take the conveyance. We traveled as fast as we were able to, in order to reach the ranch, for we 
were almost dead from thirst. We were not only tired but hungry, as we had scarcely anything to eat that 
day. We placed ourselves under the merciful protection of our Heavenly Father, our Blessed Lady, and St. 
Joseph, as we were exposed to fearful dangers in that ugly place. We shall never be able to tell our dear 
Sisters all the mortifications and humiliations we had to endure there. It was nine o’clock p.m. there before 
we could get a chance to make some tea. In the meantime, we remained near our carriage. It was our only 
home. Mother felt much discouraged. She said, if Reverend Mother knew where we were, she would not go 
to bed this night.”

[02:17:40.23] [Director’s comments].

[02:18:04.02] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [from Sister Monica’s diary, page 21: Crossing the Colorado river]. 
“About seven o’clock, we left Lower California and entered Arizona. We crossed the Colorado River about 
nine o’clock on what they term here “a tow boat”, which, however, is nothing but a raft. We were obliged to 
go over in the carriage, as they did not wish to cross over a second time. Having two spirited horses, two 
men held them by the bridle, and as there was nothing on the opposite side to which the rope could be 
fastened, two men stood on the opposite bank holding it with ropes. As the horses sprang forward, the raft 
floated back. At this, one of the horses fell on the raft, which is the only thing that saved us from a watery 
grave. The weight of the horse prevented the carriage from rolling into the river. There stood the carriage, 
with the Sister hanging over a depth of seventeen feet of water. I saw the danger before it happened and 
jumped from the carriage. We barely escaped being drowned and ending our mission, and finishing our 
crown before reaching Arizona.”

[02:19:13.24] [Director’s comments].

[02:20:05.20] SHANNON GREEN: [re: poem “A New Harvest” by Sister Alberta Cammack]. Is there any 
context for this poem?

[02:19:57.09] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I never knew about it. And [Sister] Anne Lewis was working with 
Sister Patricia Rose [Shanahan, CSJ Archivist] on that Heritage Wall. And they were looking for some closing. 
And in one of the old copies of the Designs [magazine]--it may have been a different name for the magazine 
at that time--they came across this. Again, Alberta never kept anything. She did things and went on to her 
next project. So, she probably did lots of things we’ve lost. So, this was found by Sister Ann Lewis. [Quote 
from “A New Harvest”]: “A New Harvest. They had learned the total emptying of self to be filled with God. 
These black-robed women, who carried their baskets to the poor, bathed the sick, gently tended the 
wounded, and lovingly gathered together the orphans in their outstretched arms, uncommon women for an 
uncommon time, they were not formed by formal rules to be the congregation of the great love of God. The 
world still needs their kind of loving. With a new harvest the chaff is scattered by the wind. Through different 
pathways women will come. With new voices taking up the singing, they will come and listen to the 
unspoken, walk in strange places, and dream strong dreams. Sister Alberta Cammack, CSJ.” 

[02:21:43.27] SISTER MARY MURPHY: One time, when I was giving a talk to Sister Adele’s [??] group, that 
she brought in from Tucson to have an experience of the Sisters of St. Joseph, the charism, she took this 
poem. And I said to her, the last two lines of the first paragraph refers to Sister St. Peter Ryan. “And lovingly 
gather together the orphans in their outstretched arms”--because the orphans that lived at the adobe 
building that had been the novitiate--there were like thirty children there. And a cyclone came and took the 
roof off. And Sister St. Peter Ryan knelt down, and put her arms out, and gathered them all together, and 
said, “We’re all safe. Let us thank God. We will all be taken care of.” So, because of that day, I did some 
research on St. Joseph’s Orphanage, and I even brought it with me today--the story of St. Peter and the 
orphanage. So--.



[02:23:11.12] SHANNON GREEN: Thank you. 

[02:23:12.24] SISTER MARY MURPHY: But that--lines can mean--a whole history.

[02:23:16.26] SHANNON GREEN: Even the--you know, and I’ve read this many times--joining the singing. It 
says that “women will come and take up the singing”, or--

[02:23:26.19] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Oh, yeah, uh hm. “New voices taking up the singing.”

[02:23:30.01] SHANNON GREEN: And you mentioned how they sang--

[02:23:32.22] SISTER MARY MURPHY: --all the way--

[02:23:33.21] SHANNON GREEN: --they sang all the way through the desert.

[02:23:35.03] SISTER MARY MURPHY: And they were not afraid for that reason. Amazing. And I get--see I 
get teary-eyed. It’s just--living it. So--anyway, here it is.

[02:23:49.20] SHANNON GREEN: Right, there we are.

[02:23:51.00] [Director’s comments].

[02:25:04.22] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Of the--we should do them in order--our Sisters had six Indian 
mission schools. One is in Idaho. But we’ll take the five that are in the Southwest. So, when the Sisters came 
in 1870, three years later they were asked to go eleven miles below the city of Tucson to San Xavier del Bac 
and open a school there. It was closed after three years, because they were doing something about uniting 
the Papago people with another tribe. So, they went again in 1888. So, we have a multitude of pictures of 
San Xavier. But probably one of them that was taken way back at that time [shows photo] was the buildings 
that were left prior to the time that the Franciscans were taken away from the missions, and the Sisters 
found it in pretty decrepit order, taking scorpions off the ground, and bats off the roof, in order to start 
school. There are many pictures of San Xavier [del Bac] [shows photo]. And now it's a site visited by all 
kinds of people, and there's postcards [shows several postcards] up--unbelievable. 

[02:26:53.28] SHANNON GREEN: [unintelligible].

[02:26:55.21] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yes. Okay. [Shows mounted photo]. And so, San Xavier of those 
missions. And today the Franciscan Sisters are there with a Franciscan priest, and the school continues. A 
school that is almost in oblivion, or hardly known at all, is when Father Eubac asked for our Sisters to come 
to San Diego. And first, Our Lady of Peace Academy was founded, but then St. Anthony's School--at first, 
next door to Immaculate Conception church, and then moved out to the Mission itself. We just have little 
pictures from the computer [shows paper with several printed photos] of what that Mission looked like. But if 
we look at an update modern one [shows photo], you can see that same entry door, and the same arch--
that it's the same Mission building. And [shows printed photo] Sisters--pictures of Sisters in front of the 
Mission where they taught the children. The--unfortunately, the school was closed after Father Eubac died in 
1907. And those children then went up to St. Boniface in Banning [California]. The third mission our Sisters 
were at was at Fort Yuma--

[02:28:51.02] [Director's comments].

[02:29:21.29] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [shows printed photos] --but we do have a few pictures of the--
Pasqual [leader of Quechan (Yuma) people], the Indian chief that was there and asking for our Sisters--his 
picture--some girls--can you see that the Sisters made those dresses--and of course the girls were much 
more comfortable, like the boys, in wearing nothing, and it was very difficult to get them to wear clothes. 
And a lot of stories about--this is the first time they did--they wore clothes. The Sisters there were 
comfortable as far as their support by the government, but there was a lot of anti-Catholic sentiment, and 
finally in 1900 they were--the school was closed, so they had to leave. The fourth mission was St. Boniface, 
in Banning. Our Sisters were there for sixty-two years, beginning in 1890 up until the 1950s, at which time 



the school was no longer just for Indians--there were a lot of wards of the court that were assigned there, 
and finally they decided to close the school and they opened a parish school at Banning itself. I didn't think I 
had any pictures, but then I realized--I remembered I had gone to the local library and picked up some 
pictures there. And finally, one of my favorite places--St. John's, Komatke [Arizona]. 

[02:31:20.08] [Director's comments].

[02:31:33.10] SISTER MARY MURPHY: St. John's Komatke is one of those places where there are pictures 
and pictures and pictures and pictures and pictures--and the originals are in the Archives. 

[02:31:44.09] [Director's comments].

[02:32:27.29] SISTER MARY MURPHY: But let me pull out one thing--I've been trying to do a significant 
history on St. John's, and this is a chart [shows chart] that I did on the years the different Sisters worked 
there. And you have Sister Anna de Sales [Powers], who worked there for thirty years--Sister Mary Joseph 
Franco, some thirty years--[Sister] St. Barbara Reilly started with them in ten years and then she was at San 
Xavier--but all the Sisters who worked there so many years. And the amazing thing about St. John's is that, 
it was a school built by the children, because they're the ones who were there overnight. And at one time it 
became the school with the greatest population in all of Arizona or California, and the only school that was 
larger was Star of the Sea in San Francisco--which was both a high school and a grammar school. But they 
at one point had up to 431 children in school in one year. So, that's a significant story of St. John's Komatke. 
One story about Sister Anna de Sales--when the buses would bring the children back after summer vacation-
-you know those clipboards that people use and like for teaching swimming or things, and you can write on 
it easily--she would stand there outside the buses with a clipboard, and as the children got off the bus, she'd 
see a child with skinny legs, find the name of that child--[gestures writing] "Milk"--find another child, take 
care of this and this. As each child got off the bus, what were their needs. I think those are our five Indian 
missions. 

[02:34:49.01] [Director's comments].

[02:35:32.26] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [shows printed pictures] [1] San Xavier 1916. [2] Fort Yuma, and the 
children at a--. [3] And a map of the Colorado River area. Fort Yuma is what I have least of, except I do 
have another envelope that I misplaced. [4] St. John's Indian school--here's the handiwork the girls did. [5] 
Here's a Sister--those adobe buildings were all built by hand, brick by brick, with the boys' help. These are 
the seven Sisters who were there at one time. The kitchen crew. [6] Here she writes "Pima, Papago, Yuma 
and Apache girls" all in one picture. [7] St. Boniface School--oh when they had a Pioneer Day parade. [8] 
The laundry--this is the laundry at Banning, but I have a story about the laundry at Komatke. It was so 
deplorable that anybody today would have a lawsuit, you know. But there was Sister Euphrasia, sending the 
picture in to the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, saying, "Look, we need money to buy a new laundry." 
[9] Oh this is one of the pictures I wanted--Sister Mary Joseph Franco, the one whose father was captain of 
the Presidio at Tubac--one of the first six who entered in, in 1876, and spent her entire life at Yuma--Fort 
Yuma--and then St. John's Komatke. She went--the summer of 1930--to Banning for her health, and died 
there--this gorgeous picture. [10] Oh. And now I find the ones that I didn't know where they were. Here's 
the interior of St. John's Komatke. [11] Here is the land at a distance. Those trees were planted by the 
Sisters. [12] And here is a--this has been built recently--a statue of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha [baptized 
Catherine, aka "Lily of the Mohawks", (1656-1680), Algonquin-Mohawk woman and Roman Catholic Saint]--
and a little plaza gathering area after Mass. The chapel is still there, and it was built in 1922 after the first 
one burnt down. And here are those--here are other pictures of Fort Yuma. [13] This is--the fort was built at 
the time of the Civil War, when the Army took over control of the crossing, because the Indians had control 
of it those eighty years. [14] This building was the original convent. It's now a museum. [15] This is a 
sample of the type of housing that the Yumans (Quechans now) lived in. [16] Postcard of Indian symbols. 
[17] This man is a Yaqui Indian, who we met at the Arizona Historical Society. And his amazing story that he 
shared with us, is that his mother was born in the Yuma prison. Probably her mother was a prostitute. Why 
else would a woman be in a prison? And then, her--his mother was educated by our Sisters at St. Boniface in 
Banning. So--.

[02:40:05.19] [Director's comments].



[02:40:30.01] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [18] Sister Alberta [shows photo of Sister Mary Alberta Cammack 
from front of Sister Monica's diary]. And that picture looks like it was take out at San Xavier, from that 
steeple. 

[02:40:41.21] [Director's comments].

[02:42:57.11] SISTER MARY MURPHY: So, what drew me to religious life? It wasn't my idea, so--although as 
a four or five-year-old I dressed--played up being a Sister, you know, that kind of thing. But, at the age of 
eleven, in October of 1949--our teacher, Sister Helena [??] suggested in September of that year that 
somebody in the class would go to Mass every day in the month of October. I said to myself, "That's me." 
My father went to Mass every day. So somehow or another it fit. And I did--I went to Mass everyday in the 
month of October, 1949. One of those days, God zapped me. I knew, like a surety of anything in your whole 
life, I was to be a Sister. And how strong that conviction was--is my New Year's Resolution 1950 was to go 
to Mass everyday of the year. It was like--that's when the vocation came, that was how I was to prepare 
somehow. Three months later, in 1950, my mother died. The very next morning, my father said, "We're all 
going to Mass." So, it was St. Patrick's Day--no school--that's a co-patron of the archdiocese of San 
Francisco, no school. So, we weren't missing school after my mother died, we--but we were all in church. 
And the Sisters didn't have school. But they knew about my mother already, because the priest who had 
anointed her the night before when she died, told the Sisters at the six-thirty Mass, so they were looking for 
me at the eight o'clock Mass. So, after Mass, I was sent for. One Sister, Sister Helen Clare [Fenton (1917-
2010)] welcomed me in the door. Another Sister was fixing breakfast for me. And Sister Helena, my teacher, 
sent me home and said, "Go raise a family." So, it's about a week later, and my father is, you know--we had 
a huge San Francisco funeral. It's like the entire Irish community was there--like unbelievable--including 
Sister Dennis Mary's [McFadden??] mother, who you met today. So, my father a week later, stopped me and 
said, "You have three choices--you can go back to boarding school." Now, we had all been--John--my older 
brother John and I had been to boarding school because my mother was in the hospital for four months or 
longer when I was eight years old. And--so I knew boarding school. So my dad said, "You can go back to 
boarding school." [shakes head no]. Choice one. "Choice two: you could go live with an aunt--the boys can 
go live in boarding school." [shakes head no]. "Choice three: you can take over." Well, the Sisters had just 
sent me home to take over, but it was inside of me anyway. I wouldn't have wanted to go to boarding 
school. So, age twelve I took over the household, being in charge of the house and the boys, and I had a 
vocation that was like, now undergirding me. It was also that the Sisters were there for me. Now I can't read 
this. In particular, I admired Sister Helen Clare, and I did bring her picture, and I'll mention her at the very 
end. Okay, and I also had the Sisters from the fifth grade all the way through high school, so that was a 
eight year period, and I had that vocation for those six years. So, I think what kept me going was the fact 
that I had this religious vocation, and the Sisters were present to me. One story about being--our Sisters--
you know how you go and say, "Oh, I'd like to be a Carmelite Sister." I went through a period--I want to be 
a Maryknoll Sister. So, that was what I was telling my friend and I was a sophomore in high school. And 
Sister Helen Clare was the kind of a Sister who girls would be attracted to like--like bees--you know, just 
gathering around her. And somehow or another, vocations came up, and my friend Jane said in the group, 
"Well, Mary is going to be a Maryknoll." And Sister Helen Clare says, "I don't care what Mary says--she'll be 
one of us because she's already one of us." My girlfriend comes and tells me that and I'm going, [mumbles]-
-"Why didn't she tell that to me?"--you know that kind of kid stuff. And I calmed down and said, "But it's 
true. I'm already one of them." So, forget the Maryknoll, this was it. So, I entered the community September 
15, 1956 after I graduated from high school. Oh, one other story that happened right after my mom died. It-
-my mother died in March, and it was May in San Francisco. Okay, you know, fifty-nine days out of sixty it's 
foggy. So, this particular day in May, the sun was-- sky-blue. And I was going down our back steps, and the 
sun was just, you know, pouring through. And I was going to hang out the laundry. And I had this bucket 
filled with the wet--under my left arm. And I got struck by the beautiful day out on the steps. And then it 
came into my head, "What am I going to do with this vocation?" Age twelve, you know. Well, I pondered for 
a minute, with the laundry still under my arm, and said, "Well, it will take six years to graduate from 
grammar school and high school. I'll take care of the house and the boys those years. Then I'll enter the 
community." Life solved--[brushes off hands]--I went and hung out the laundry. So I just followed that--that 
was my pattern. Boom! I've often reflected--people have a hard time making up their mind in life, but 
sometimes when life is difficult, choices are easy, because for me it was like, simple. This was it. No 
variations. 



[02:50:32.24] SHANNON GREEN: Can I ask you how your father felt about you entering?

[02:50:37.23] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yes. One day--the seventh grade--walking to Mass with him--and 
most days I rode my bike up the hill and back. You know, it's the hills of San Francisco, okay? But one day I 
was walking with him--it was on 45th Avenue and Cabrillo, and he said to me, "Would you like to be a 
Sister?" And I said, "Yes." End of the conversation, nothing else all the way to church--like solemn silence. 
That was it. So I had his approval. So, that's really my inner story. The other--next question that spoke to 
me was the renewal of Vatican II [Second Vatican Council, (1962-1965)]. Vatican II was good for me, 
because the rules were too strict for me when I entered. I stayed because I had a vocation. But with Vatican 
II, it was like I could be my own person. And the way I could describe it is "congruence"--that Mary who I 
was, and Sister Mary who I was trying to be became the same person--no longer struggling with it. Just--it 
was--the fusion was complete. Belonging in religious life--I'd say being in Christ in this moment in history--
after Vatican II and wherever we are. And the person who was the beacon throughout my life was [Sister] 
Helen Clare. So, I did bring pictures of her--plus a few other pictures. 

[02:52:34.21] SHANNON GREEN: What's Helen Clare's last name?

[02:52:38.04] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Fenton. Fenton--F-E-N-T-O-N. 

[02:52:43.21] [Director's comments].

[02:53:21.06] SISTER MARY MURPHY: [shows photos] [19 Sister Helen Clare Fenton] Picture--that gorgeous 
picture. When she was teaching us. [20] And this is at her--I believe it's her sixtieth [Jubilee], and this is her 
memorial card, the same one--you know, like fifty years later.

[02:53:48.25] SHANNON GREEN: What a great smile. 

[02:53:53.26] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yeah. Okay? And I think that really pretty much answers them. I 
have one other story I tell about myself, and it was making my first communion. Now, I had to go to 
boarding school, but my dad did not want me to go to boarding school until I finished making my First 
Communion. And I'm running out of Kleenex, but I have one more. That's okay--I'm okay. So, I was to live 
with a family down the street from us--they were close to my parents. And I was to wait until I made my 
First Communion. So I was living at their house, and there's pictures of me with their son, who also--other 
pictures. [21] So here, my mother had already bought my dress. So, I was--this gorgeous dress--me in my 
First Communion Day--the same day I went to boarding school, in my First Communion dress. I mean, 
somebody says, "How--who would ever do that to you?" But because--it happened that I went there in my 
First Communion dress--I went as celebrating, not as--you know, it's like I went like a queen. Well, the funny 
things that happened were that I'm on the street--we didn't have a car--we took the streetcar to get to 
Mission San Jose, St. Mary's of the Palms school. So, we were taking the streetcar, and, "Why are you 
wearing this white dress?" "Well, I made my First Communion and I have to go to boarding school because 
my mother's in the hospital." So, I was collecting money--[laughs]--on the streetcar, for starters. Then I go 
to boarding school, and the money goes into the candy fund. Then at the boarding school, I'm told, "Oh, 
you'll carry the crown for the Blessed Mother in the procession", and that kind of thing. And the best thing of 
all is, four years later, I knew nobody should go back to boarding school. I knew to take over. You don't 
want to go to boarding school. So, okay, I think you have my story. And you don't need all the other 
pictures. [22] Here is one of the Sisters who were there when the school first opened, the year I started at 
St. Thomas'--the whole crowd of them. So--.

[02:56:55.07] SHANNON GREEN: Would you--I just want to know about the House of Prayer, and the 
ministry that you [all knew??] there.

[02:57:04.22] SHANNON GREEN: Okay, I did bring--and then I also--

[02:57:09.01] SHANNON GREEN: And Good Shepherd [Center for Homeless Women and Children, Los 
Angeles, California]?



[02:57:11.15] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Yeah. For ten years I worked with Sister Julia Mary [Farley (1926-
2017)] at Good Shepherd Center. And one time we took the women at Good Shepherd--that hung around us 
all the time--they were the ones that were most needy--and we took them camping. This woman is from 
Addis Ababa [Ethiopia]. She had been raped and mutilated. [shows photo in magazine]. We had six--we had 
to have six conversations with the hospital in Farsi before we could have surgery for her. She was raped and 
mutilated in the vagina, and here is a person celebrating life--one of the ones there. There's some gorgeous 
pictures of Julia Mary in it--that I worked with. 

[02:58:01.15] SHANNON GREEN: What was the mission of [unintelligible]?

[02:58:05.05] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Hm?

[02:58:06.15] SHANNON GREEN: What was the mission of the Good Shepherds Center?

[02:58:08.18] SISTER MARY MURPHY: It's to--for housing homeless women--and children. So, if there's 
another heroine, it would be Sister Julia Mary [shows photo in magazine]. And there's a more beautiful 
picture of her somewhere toward the front. When I left Good Shepherd, it was so much inside of me I said 
to Sister Julia Mary, "If I write the story of Good Shepherd, would you print it?" She said, "Yes." [shows 
photo in magazine--side view Sister Julia Mary] This is so--talk about another heroine. And she was 
Administrator of St. Mary's Hospital before that. And now I'm at Villa Maria House of Prayer. [shows 
pamphlet]. So, we--people come for a day, a week, and a week for retreat--peace and quiet. And sometimes 
we need the peace and quiet. 

[02:59:31.17] SHANNON GREEN: So, I want to ask you what I ask all the Sisters--what has been the 
greatest joy of religious life for you?

[02:59:39.18] SISTER MARY MURPHY: Well, I wrote that in one of those sentences here--belonging--that I 
belong here. I wrote then, "Being in Christ at this moment in history"--in the middle of--God knows. 
Belonging. 

[03:00:05.28] SHANNON GREEN: And then, anything of the charism--like, any phrase or word that really sits 
in your heart, but that you want to make sure continues into the future.

[03:00:18.26] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I don't have anything.

[03:00:29.10] SHANNON GREEN: Does you--you know we have the Consensus Statement--and is there a 
piece of--is there a phrase that--of the--either of the Consensus Statement or the charism itself that speaks 
to you?

[03:00:42.28] [Director's comments].

[03:01:37.16] SISTER MARY MURPHY: I think would be--"The Sister of St. Joseph moves always toward 
profound love of God and love of neighbor, without distinction". And the closing: "In an Ignatian-Salesian 
climate, that is, with an orientation toward excellence tempered by gentleness, peace, joy". I think that's it. 

[03:02:06.22] [Director's comments].

[03:04:23.01] End of interview.
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fulfillment". Book Herbert Eugene Bolton & John L. Kessel (1984) "Rim of Christendom: A Biography of 
Eusebio Francisco Kino, Pacific Coast Pioneer". Father Juan María de Salvatierra, S.J., (1648–1717) [Catholic 
missionary]. Looking for land route from Mexico to California. Father Kino proving Baja California was not an 
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Arizona. 
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[01:35:57.07] [Director's comments].

[01:36:43.16] Native American peoples. Pima people. Quechan [Yuma] people. Tohono O'odham [Papago] 
people. Yaqui people. Maricopa people. St. John's Mission, Komatke, Arizona. Sister Mary Joseph Franco 
[1800s] learning indigenous languages. Quote from Sister Mary Joseph Franco letter about indigenous at 
Komatke, including grandson of Chiracahua Apache leader Geronimo (1829-1909). 

[01:38:56.22] Trek: Danger from Apaches. History of Apache unrest due to settlers. General George R. 
Crook (1830-1890) meeting Geronimo (1886). Geronimo being patient at St. Mary's Hospital, Tucson, 
Arizona.

[01:40:23.21] [Break]. 

[01:41:17.02] [Part II of interview].

[01:41:31.03] Trek of the Seven Sisters. Picacho Peak. Quote from Sister Monica's diary. Quote from Sister 
Mary Jean Fields re: Apache attack on Picacho Peak. 

[01:43:17.06] [Director's comments].

[01:43:25.12] Rereading part of quote from Sister Mary Jean Fields poem/diary re: Apache attack. Picture of 
Picacho Peak. Entering Tucson. Comparison to entry of Joseph Sadoc Alemany y Conill, O.P. [(1814–1888), 
first archbishop of San Francisco] into San Francisco, California. 

[01:46:55.28] [Director's comments].

[01:48:12.09] Quote from Sister Monica's Diary about entering Tucson. 



[01:51:33.18] Effect of reenacting of Trek on CSJs. Sister Miriam Therese Larkin (1930-2010) quote from her 
article "Olympic Alps to the Arizona Desert". Benefit to community beyond Sisters in recreating Trek. CSJ 
Associates participating in Trek recreation: [Karen??] King, photographer; [Teri??] Norton, former CSJ 
postulant; Rita A. Scherrei, CSJ Associate Director. 

[01:57:20.08] [Director's comments].

[01:58:03.12] Pictures of St. Joseph's Academy, Tucson, Arizona (1870). 

[01:58:35.02] [Director's comments].

[01:59:31.26] Picture of St. Joseph's Academy, Tucson, Arizona (1885). Photos from early Trek recreation: 
1) ten Sisters; 2) wagon. 

[02:01:00.00] CSJ missions in Arizona. Opening San Xavier del Bac Indian School (1873). Opening St. 
Augustin's school for boys (1873). Opening Sacred Heart School at Yuma, Arizona (1875). Provincialate and 
novitiate, 6 new Sisters (1876). Sister Mary Joseph Franco. Opening of St. Joseph's Hospital, Prescott, 
Arizona (1878). Opening of St. Mary's Hospital, Tucson, Arizona (1880). Arrival of other Sisters to Arizona. 
[Sister Marie Stephen Chapla (1931-2016)??]. 

[02:03:34.17] Significance of Tucson to CSJs: "cornerstone", "lodestone". Picture of headstone of Sister 
Euphrasia Suchet. Significance of horse and wagon on headstones of 5 French Sisters. Quotes from litany 
prayed at cemetery. List of names of 5 French Sisters: Sisters Emerentia, Maxime, Ambrosia, Euphrasia, 
Hyacinth. List of Sisters at Indian missions: Sister Aquinas [Duffy??], Sister Mary Thomas [Lavin??], Sister 
Marcina Powers, St. Barbara Reilly, Sister Alacoque [??], Sister Bernadette [Smith??], Sister Alfreda [??], 
Sister Ansela [??], Sister Mary Joseph Franco, Sister Anna de Sales Powers. Elderly Sisters contributing 
memories: Sister St. Brigid [??], Sister Emily [??], Mary John Noli. 

[02:07:02.25] Story about Sister St. Brigid [??]. St. John's Mission, Komatke, Arizona. Father Justin [Deutsch, 
OFM??]. More quotes from litany of Sisters. 

[02:08:57.15] [Director's comments].

[02:09:26.03] Other comments about Trek. Ignatian sense of "what more we can do". Legacy to Tucson 
history. 

[02:10:34.06] [Director's comments].

[02:12:23.06] Quote from Sister Monica's diary: Goodbye to Mother Superior in St. Louis, Missouri (p. 4)

[02:13:38.22] [Director's comments].

[02:14:09.24] Quote from Sister Monica's diary: Sisters leaving San Diego (p. 12).  

[02:15:23.08] [Director's comments].

[02:16:09.05] Quote from Sister Monica's diary: Abomination of Desolation (p.16)

[02:17:39.28] [Director's comments]

[02:18:04.07] Quote from Sister Monica's diary: Crossing the Colorado river (p. 21)

[02:19:13.05] [Director's comments]

[02:19:53.27] Quote from poem "A New Harvest" by Sister Alberta Cammack. Sister Patricia Rose Shanahan 
[CSJ archivist]. Sister Ann Lewis. Story about Sister St. Peter Ryan and cyclone. St. Joseph's Orphanage. 



Sisters singing in desert.

[02:23:51.18] [Director's comments].

[02:25:04.25] Indian mission schools in Southwest. Mission St. Xavier del Bac School (1873, 1888). Papago 
people. Photos and memorabilia of Mission St. Xavier del Bac. Father [Eubac??]. Our Lady of Peace 
Academy, San Diego, California. St. Anthony's School. Photos of Mission San Diego, Sisters in front of the 
mission.  Fort Yuma Mission School. Photo of Pasqual, leader of Quechan (Yuma) people. Photo of Yuma 
girls. St. Boniface School, Banning, California (1890-1950s). St. Johns Mission, Komatke, Arizona. 

[02:32:28.18] St. Johns Mission, Komatke, Arizona. Chart of years Sisters worked there: Sister Anna de Sales 
Powers; Sister Mary Joseph Franco; Sister St. Barbara Reilly. Star of the Sea School, San Francisco. Story 
about Sister Anna de Sales Powers monitoring children's needs. 

[02:34:49.26] [Director's comments]. 

[02:35:34.09] Photos and maps. 1) Mission St. Xavier del Bac (1915). 2) Fort Yuma children. 3) Map of 
Colorado River area. 4) Girls handiwork at St. John's Indian School. 5) Kitchen Sisters by adobe building. 6) 
Pima, Papago and Apache girls. 7) St. Boniface School Pioneer Day Parade. 8) Laundry at Banning. Story 
about laundry at St. John's Mission at Komatke. 9) Photo and biography of Sister Mary Joseph Franco. 10) 
Photo of interior of St. John's Mission, Komatke. 11) Photo of lands near St. John's Mission, Komatke. 12) 
Photo of statue of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha. 13) Photo of Fort Yuma. 14) Photo of original convent at Fort 
Yuma. 15) Photo of type of housing of Quechan (Yuma) people. 16) Postcard of Indian symbols. 17) Photo 
and story of Yaqui man. 18) Photo of Sister Mary Alberta Cammack at Mission St. Xavier del Bac.

[02:40:39.12] [Director's comments].

[02:42:57.10] Biography of Sister Mary Murphy. Early vocation. Sister Helena [??, teacher]. Mother's death 
(1950). Sister Helen Clare Fenton (1917-2010). Sister Dennis Mary [McFadden??]. Influence of Sister Helen 
Clare Fenton. Entering community September 15, 1956 after high school. Story about planning vocation at 
age 12.

[02:50:34.13] Family reaction to vocation. 

[02:51:15.18] Vatican II. Relaxation of rules. Sister Helen Clare Fenton.

[02:52:37.19] [Director's comments].

[02:53:28.02] Photos: 19) Sister Helen Clare Fenton (full habit). 20) Sister Helen Clare at 60th Jubilee.

[02:54:01.05] Story about making first Communion. Photo: 21) Sister Mary Murphy in first Communion 
dress. Story about first day at school wearing first Communion dress. Thoughts about boarding school. 

[02:56:37.23] Photo: 22) Sister faculty at St. Thomas's school.

[02:56:59.10] Mission at Good Shepherd Center for Homeless Women and Children, Los Angeles, California 
(10 years).. Sister Julia Mary [Farley (1926-2017)].  Photo and story about abused woman from Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. Photos of Sister Julia Mary. [02:58:57.04] Current mission at Villa Maria House of Prayer. 

[02:59:29.14] Greatest joy of religious life: "Belonging"; "Being in Christ at this moment in history." 

[03:00:43.08] [Director's comments].

[03:01:36.00] Quotes from CSJ Consensus Statement re: charism. 

[03:02:06.23] [Director's comments].



[03:04:23.06] End of interview.
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